Suva® 95 refrigerants

The Reliable Alternative to Replace R-13, R-503, and R-23

- Suva® 95 will reduce compressor discharge temperature—*increasing your compressor’s life and reliability*.

- Suva® 95 matches R-503 capacity—allowing you to convert your system from CFCs without losing capacity.

- Suva® 95 is more energy-efficient—allowing you to reduce your costs.

- Suva® 95 is more miscible with lubricants than R-23—*increasing your system’s oil return*.

- Suva® 95 is easy to retrofit—*reducing your costs by as much as 77%*.
The information contained herein is based on technical data and tests that we believe to be reliable and is intended for use by persons having technical skill, at their own discretion and risk. Because conditions of use are outside of DuPont control, we can assume no liability for results obtained or damages incurred through the application of the data presented.